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Introduction

● Human perception of sound
○ How sound is received and transformed in human ears
○ How perceptual attributes of sound is correlated with physical attributes of 

sound

Generation Perception

Vibration on an object Traveling in air Sensation of the air vibration 
through ears 

Physical perspective (waves) Psychological perspective

Propagation



Human Ear

ü Protection

ü Localization

ü Amplification ü Impedance Matching

ü Amplification

ü Band-pass Filtering

ü Electric nerve firing



Auditory Transduction in Human Ears

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PeTriGTENoc

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PeTriGTENoc


Auditory Transduction in Human Ears

● Multiple steps of transduction
○ Air vibration (outer ear) à Mechanical vibration (middle ear) à Fluid 

vibration (inner) à Nerve firing (brain)

● High sensitivity by the amplification 
○ Outer ear and middle ear

● Tonotopic organization 
○ Inner ear can be regarded as a bandpass filterbank



Outer Ear

● Pinnae
○ Collect and localize sounds: 

http://www.douglas-self.com/MUSEUM/COMMS/ear/ear.htm
○ Localization: related to recognize the direction of sound

■ head-related transfer function (HRTF)

● Ear canal
○ Protect ear drums
○ Quarter-wave resonance:  boost the vibration around 3kHz by 15-20 dB

● Ear drum
○ Membrane that transduces air vibration to mechanical vibration
○ Malleus (hammer) is attached to it
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Ear canal

http://www.douglas-self.com/MUSEUM/COMMS/ear/ear.htm


Middle Ear

● Ossicles 
○ malleus (hammer), incus (anvil) and stapes(stirrup)
○ The smallest bones in human body
○ Impedance matching between air pressure (outer) and fluid (inner)

■ Without ossicles, only about 1/30 of the sound energy would have 
been transferred to inner ear

○ Amplification: the three bones work as a lever
■ The vibration from ear drum is transferred to a smaller size 

membrane (oval window) in the inner ear

● Muscles
○ Reduce the sound transmission in response to loud sounds

oval window



● Cochlea: transduces fluid vibration to nerve firing
○ Basilar membrane

■ Vibrate at a different position depending on the frequency
■ Similar to band-pass filters
■ The bandwidth becomes wider as the frequency goes up

○ Organ of Corti
■ One row of inner hair-cell fire neural spikes
■ Three rows of outer hair-cell: automatic gain control

Inner Ears

Oval 
window

Round
window

Basilar
Membrane

Source: http://acousticslab.org/psychoacoustics/PMFiles/Module03a.htm
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http://acousticslab.org/psychoacoustics/PMFiles/Module03a.htm


Sound Transformation in Ear

● Outer ear
○ HRTF: sound location-dependent filters
○ Ear canal: resonance around 3kHz 

by 15-20 dB

● Middle ear
○ Amplification (three bones)

● Inner ear
○ Basilar membrane: sub-band decomposition
○ Inner hair-cell: non-linear processing

Source: P. R. Cook (Editor) Music, Cognition, and Computerized Sound (book)



Perception of Sound 

● Amplitude

● Frequency

● Envelope

● Duration

● Spectrum

● Loudness

● Pitch

● Timbre



Physical Attributes of Sound

● Amplitude

● Frequency (Hz)

● Envelope

● Duration

● Spectrum

Waveform

Spectrogram
Period = 1/(fundamental frequency)

Amplitude

Amplitude Envelope



Loudness Perception

● Subjective perception of sound intensity (the squared amplitude)

● Weber’s law: ∆𝐼 ∝ 𝐼
○ Just Noticeable Difference (JND) of intensity (∆𝐼) is proportional to the 

intensity (𝐼) at the moment
○ A log function satisfies this rule: but we needs some adjustment 

log(𝐼)

Loudness

?

sound intensity



Loudness Perception

● Power law (Steven, 1936)
○ A simple approximation to loudness:  

○ A doubling of perceived loudness corresponds to a factor of 10 increase in 
intensity (100.3 = 2)

○ This perceptual unit of loudness is called “Sone”  

𝐿 = 𝐼!.# log(𝐿) = 0.3log(𝐼)



Loudness Perception

● Sound Pressure Level (SPL)
○ Physically measured sound intensity
○ Decibel scale: 20log!" ⁄𝑃 𝑃"
○ The softest audible level: 𝑃" = 2×10#$ ⁄𝑁 𝑚%

Source: http://www.audioholics.com/home-theater-connection/basic-home-theater-setup-guide/splmeter500x332.jpg/image_view_fullscreen
Source: http://www.bksv.com/doc/sve/7.%20Audiology%20(0210).pdf

SPL meter

vibration using instruments that fulfil 
the requirements of the standards.  
The vibrational characteristics are de-
scribed by frequency, amplitude and 
acceleration. As with noise, logarithms 
are used to indicate the magnitude of 
vibrations. The units are the same deci-
bels (dB). This is by Weber-Fechner's 
Law that states "the sensation is pro-
portional to the logarithm of the stimu-
lus." 
 
Human Modelling 
Human ear simulators are primarily 
intended for frequency response, sensi-
tivity and distortion measurements on 
earphones coupled to the ear by ear 
inserts such as tubes, ear moulds or ear 
tips, for example, as used in hearing 
aids and operator headsets. The main 
ear canal volume is of a similar shape 
and volume to that of the actual human 
ear and provides similar acoustic imped-
ance to the insert earphone being 
tested. 
Other simulators are mannequins with 
built-in ear and mouth simulators which 
provide realistic reproduction of the 
acoustic properties of an average adult 
human head and torso. They are used 
to perform in-situ electro-acoustic tests 
on audio-devices like telephone hand-
sets, headsets, audio conference de-
vices, microphones, headphones, hear-
ing aids and hearing protectors. 
More advanced simulators have been 
designed for the calibration of bone 
conduction hearing aids and bone vibra-
tors used in audiometry. They simulate 
the mechanical characteristics of the 
human mastoid, the portion of the tem-
poral bone, which encloses the middle 
ear and forms the outer wall of the in-
ner ear. They provide a mechanical 
simulation of the human head, incorpo-
rating a built-in force transducer to 
monitor the output of the device to be 
calibrated.  
 
Hearing Level (dBHL) 
The hearing level can be defined as the 
measure of the status of hearing as 
read directly on the hearing loss scale of 
an audiometer. It is described in deci-
bels as a deviation from a standard 
value for zero on the audiometer. Hear-
ing loss is measured in decibels hearing 
level (dBHL). A person who can hear 
sounds across a range of frequencies at 
0 to 20dB is considered to have normal 
hearing. The level at which a person 
cannot hear a sound of a certain fre-
quency is known as their threshold. 
Hearing of speech is considered to be 
impaired when the hearing level is 

shifted 25 dB or more, averaged over 
the 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz frequencies 
(the region most critical in speech per-
ception). The total impairment level is 
1.5 times greater than that for speech. 
 
Reference Equivalent Threshold 
Sound Pressure Level (RETSPL) 
The RETSPL values are intended for the 
calibration of audiometers using pure 
tones of fixed frequencies at the pre-
ferred frequencies in one-third octave 
steps or pure-tone audiometers with a 
continuously variable frequency. 
In calibration, the sound pressure level 
at the test point, which corresponds to 
the listener’s threshold, is found.  These 
threshold values are called the refer-

ence equivalent threshold sound pres-
sure level (RETSPL).  RETSPL are re-
quired to calibrate the sound field.  The 
audiometer is set to produce the 
RETSPL at the test point when the dial 
reading is zero.  Measurements of a 
subject’s thresholds above the RETSPL 
will be represented using dB HL.  
 
Pure-tone Testing 
Pure-tone tests are used to determine 
hearing sensitivity; the type, degree 
and configuration of hearing loss. This 
measure involves the peripheral and 
central auditory systems. Pure-tone 
thresholds (PTTs) indicate the softest 
sound audible to an individual at least 
50% of the time. Hearing sensitivity is 

 

Brüel & Kjær 5 

Audiology and Psychoacoustics 

http://www.audioholics.com/home-theater-connection/basic-home-theater-setup-guide/splmeter500x332.jpg/image_view_fullscreen
http://www.bksv.com/doc/sve/7.%20Audiology%20(0210).pdf


Equal-Loudness Curves

● Loudness depends on frequency
(Fletcher and Munson, 1933)
○ 1kH is used as a reference
○ Most sensitive to 2-5 kHz tones 

■ Resonance in the ear canal
○ See the threshold of audibility

■ Dynamic ranges are different

Do your own test: http://newt.phys.unsw.edu.au/jw/hearing.html

http://newt.phys.unsw.edu.au/jw/hearing.html


Perceptual Weighting

● Weighting spectrum based on perceptual sensitivity of loudness
○ Inverse of the equal-loudness curve
○ A-weighting is a common choice 



Pitch Perception 

● Perceptual correlate of fundamental frequency (F0)
○ Auditory attribute of sound according to which sounds can be ordered on a 

scale from low and high (ANSI, 1994) 
○ Measured by subjective test

● Pitch is mainly determined by fundamental frequency (F0). 
○ However, it also depends on pressure, spectrum, envelope and duration.

● Nonetheless, pitch and fundamental frequency are often exchangeable 
used



Pitch Perception 

● Audible pitch range
○ From 20Hz to 20kHz
○ Upper limits gradually decreases with age 

and also how much you are exposed to 
strong noises

● Pitch resolution
○ Just noticeable difference (JND) depends 

on not only the frequency but also the 
sound level and the duration of tone.

○ This is related to pitch scale



Pitch Scale

● Human ears are sensitive to frequency changes in a log scale
○ Physical location of basilar membrane

● Approximated pitch scale by subjective tests
○ Mel scale

■ Based on pitch ratio of tones 
■ Most popularly used for audio analysis

○ Bark scale
■ Critical band measurement by masking
■ Used in audio compression

m = 2595log10 (1+ f / 700)

Bark =13arctan(0.00075 f )+3.5arctan(( f / 7500)2 )



Pitch Scale in Music

● Musical temperament
○ Determining the frequencies of all 12 notes in the chromatic scale 
○ Tuning musical instruments

● Types
○ Pythagorean tuning
○ Just intonation
○ Equal temperament



Pitch Scale in Music

● Pythagorean tuning
○ Based on the 3:2 ratio for perfect fifth interval
○ “Wolf fifth” issue: (3/2)12 ≠ 27

■ C0à G0à D1à A1à E2à B2à F#3 à Db4à Ab4 à Eb5 à Bb5 à F6 à C7

● Just intonation
○ Based on harmonic series of tone: two notes have a integer frequency ratio 
○ Issue: key transpose changes the temperament

𝑚 = 1 𝑚 = 2 𝑚 = 3 𝑚 = 4



Pitch Scale in Music

● Equal temperament
○ 1: 21/12 ratio between two adjacent notes
○ Music note (m) and frequency (f) in Hz

○ Invariant to key transpose

f = 440 ⋅2
(m−69)

12m =12 log2(
f
440

)+ 69,

Source: https://newt.phys.unsw.edu.au/jw/notes.html

Equal temperament and MIDI

https://newt.phys.unsw.edu.au/jw/notes.html


Timbre Perception

● Attribute of sensation by which a listener can judge two sounds having 
the same loudness and pitch are dissimilar (ANSI)
○ Tone color or quality that defines a particular sound

● Associated with classifying or identifying sound sources
○ Class: speech, piano, guitar
○ Identity: human voice

● Timbre is a multi-dimensional concept
○ Multiple physical attributes are associated with timbre
○ Timbre space: measuring timbre dimension based on perceptual similarity of 

different sounds



Physical Attributes in Timbre Perception

● Physical attributes that change timbre (Schouten, 1968)
○ Harmonicity: the range between tonal and noise-like character 
○ Time envelope (ADSR)
○ Spectral envelope
○ Changes of spectral envelope and fundamental frequency
○ The onset of a sound differing notably from the sustained vibration
○ Inharmonicity

SpectrogramADSR

Timbre control knobs in synthesizer



Timbre Space

● Perceptual multi-dimensional attributes based 
on measuring similarity 
○ Ask human to listen a pair of sounds and judge 

the degree of similarity as a score
○ The similarity matrix is processed using multi-

dimensional scaling, a dimensionality reduction 
algorithm which determines the timbre space

● Acoustic correlation with the three (reduced) 
dimensions
○ Spectral energy distribution
○ Attack and decay time
○ Amount of inharmonic sound in the attack (Grey, 1977)



Summary

Physical 
Attributes

Perception Attributes 

Loudness Pitch Timbre
Amplitude *** * *

Frequency ** *** **
Spectrum * * ***
Envelope * * **
Duration * * *
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